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Osher at CMU Announces 
Membership Dues and 
Registration Fee Increases 
By Marcia Taylor, CPA (Retired)
     Osher Finance Committee

The Osher Foundation sets a goal for Osher 
programs: “to be fully independent and robust 
in order to sustain them for whatever comes 
down the road.”   The Finance Committee for 
Osher at CMU has been examining our current 
financial status and projecting what the future 
might bring.  Based on the Finance Committee’s 
review, it recommended to the Board of Directors 
increases in both the membership dues and the 
registration fees.  

At its April meeting, the Osher at CMU Board of 
Directors voted to approve the Finance Committee 
recommendation to increase membership dues 
and registration fees.  Membership dues will 
increase from $60 to $100 annually.  Registration 
fees will increase from $50 to $60 per term.  
Currently the maximum cost per year for Osher at 
CMU is $210.  With these increases, the maximum 
cost per year will be $280 (with the exception of 
material and rental fees).  Membership dues have 
been $60 for 7 years.  Registration fees have been 
$50 per term for 11 years.  

You will of course ask why an increase and why 
now.  Maybe you will ask what has been explored 
to justify and possibly mitigate this increase.  

The 2017-2018 budget was approved with a 
deficit of $10,310.  Preliminary work on the 
2018-2019 budget shows a more significant 
deficit, and projections over the next five years, 
based on current operations, show a steady 
increase in the deficit that is unsustainable.  To 
combat a deficit either expenses have to be cut or 
revenues must be raised.  The expenses of Osher 
at CMU have grown in pace with inflation.  The 
Finance Committee believes that there are no 
opportunities to reduce expenses in a meaningful 
way without harming the program.  

There are two ways to increase revenues: raise 
rates or increase volume (members).  The latter 
has already been done – Osher at CMU grew from 
1,500 members in 2012 to over 2,400 members 
in 2018.  This occurred without a commensurate 
increase in staff or operating support.   

Summer 2018

Continued next page

Beginning Fall 2018

Registration Fee: $60/per term

2019 Membership dues: $100*

*Membership dues may be paid with Fall 
registration.  To retain membership, dues 
must be paid by December 31st. 
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Membership Dues and Registration Fee Increases 

With this increase in members, many members 
now are not able to take the courses they want as 
the classes reach capacity very quickly.  More and 
more, courses are being held in remote locations 
to accommodate the demand, which can make 
it difficult for members to schedule the classes 
they wish to take.  On campus, members struggle 
to find parking to attend courses.  Adding even 
more members would exacerbate these issues.

In preparing its recommendation to the board, 
the Finance Committee explored a variety of 
scenarios and rate combinations to keep the 
increase to a minimum.  One goal in its work 
was to have a rate increase that could serve the 
organization for a few years into the future, 
rather than keep the increase now artificially low 
and risk an increase next year.  The Committee 
was very concerned about the increase from $60 
to $100 in the membership dues but realized 
that if the membership dues had been raised $5 
per year since the last time they were increased, 
the membership dues now would be at the $100 
level.

The Committee also considered the fee 
structures at other Osher organizations.  Each 
Osher sets its own rate structure and there are 
as many rate structures as there are Oshers.  
In a 2016 comparison of total fees charged by 
Osher organizations, Osher at CMU was in the 
bottom third of rates charged to its members.  
Comparisons to other Osher organizations also 
show that Osher at CMU offers more courses 
than the majority of other Oshers.  

It is interesting to note that this is not the first 
time revenue shortfalls (deficits) have been 
experienced by Osher at CMU.   Manageable 
deficits were incurred in the 2005-2009 time 
frame, with a deficits growing in 2010 and 2011 
to a projected $100,000.  A rate increase was 

proposed in 2012 but was offset by an increase in 
the revenue received from the second endowment 
received in 2013, followed by the previously 
mentioned growth in members.  

Osher at CMU takes pride in being an exemplary 
Osher organization.  The quality and quantity of 
courses offered, supplemented by lectures and 
other activities, provide many opportunities for 
its members.  In order to maintain the financial 
viability of the program, these increases are 
necessary.  We hope you agree.

cmu.edu/osher
Watch for the review of the May 17th 
25.5 Annual Meeting coming soon 
to the Osher at CMU website.
  

Check out the Weekly Essentials!

The Osher website is updated every 
Friday and is the go-to place for 
what’s happening in the organization.  

Save the Date

Osher Picnic
Monday, August 27

1:00 - 3:00 pm

Watch the website for more detials.  
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It’s hard for me to believe that my second year as 
president of the Board of Osher at CMU is ending 
and that this will be my last message in It’s All 
Talk. Time does fly when one is having fun! I have 
greatly enjoyed serving as your president and 
helping to guide the organization as it completes 
its first quarter-century and embarks on its 
second. It has been a pleasure to serve largely 
because of the wealth of talent and expertise that 
our Osher enjoys. 

Our excellent staff ensures that the curriculum 
continues to be vibrant, that our six sessions per 
year operate smoothly, that we operate within our 
annual budget, and that we enjoy good relations 
with our CMU host. 

The study leaders who share their knowledge and 
passion are the heart of our enterprise. We draw 
study leaders from a multitude of backgrounds, 
ranging from avid amateur historians to CMU 
engineering faculty members. 

The study leaders present the curriculum, 
but the construction of that curriculum is the 
responsibility of our Curriculum Committee and 
the staff. Having begun my involvement with 
Osher on the Curriculum Committee, I have 
a deep appreciation of the dedication and hard 
work of this committee. Every catalog testifies 
to the success of this committee’s efforts to build 
and maintain a robust set of offerings.

Osher at CMU thrives because of its volunteers. 
These include our board of directors and officers, 
the essential standing committees, ad-hoc 
committees, Osher Ambassadors, and office 
volunteers. There are too many of you for me to 
thank individually, but as president I have a keen 
awareness of how important your contributions 
are to our success. 

Osher at CMU is an independent non-profit 
organization, but both “Osher” and “at CMU” 
are defining descriptions. We work diligently to 
have the strongest possible interactions with our 
host campus. We interface positively with the 
university through our two excellent university 
liaisons. We collaborate with both the Alumni 
Affairs Office and University Advancement. We 
engage talented student performing groups from 
CMU to provide entertainment at our social 
events. Osher at CMU members often volunteer 
to be subjects in research studies undertaken by 
CMU faculty and students.

After five years of effort, we feel close to securing 
new facilities that will meet our evolving needs. 
The impending opening of the new Tepper Quad 
will result in a number of space reallocations 
on campus, and we have a  request under 
consideration that would consolidate our space 
in one location. This location would include a 
lounge area for socialization among our members, 
upgraded classrooms, and an activities classroom 
designed for hands-on courses. 

When we gain new space, it will be Osher at CMU’s 
responsibility to pay for renovation and outfitting. 
We have set up a funding project, Osher 4.0, and 
are currently developing our fundraising plan. 
You can expect to get more information soon. 
As immediate past president, I hope to continue 
leading our efforts to secure both suitable space 
and sufficient funding to convert to reality our 
vision of an Osher facility that will showcase our 
outstanding program. 

FROM THE PRESIDENT

John Olmsted
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This and That
By Jay Farrell

As I arrived in the lobby at Rodef Shalom 
Synagogue and hung up my coat, I was greeted 
by a woman named Sandy, who asked if I was 
“here for Al’s cooking class,” and of course, my 
first time at one of Al’s classes was exactly why I 
was there at 11 am on a Thursday in early March. 
“I like to get here early,” Sandy told me, “so I can 
get a seat in the front row.” After a moment, a 
woman named Janice joined us on the sofas. 
She and Sandy recognized each other from past 
Osher classes taught by Al: they simply inquired 
as whether the other had brought containers for 
leftovers. “One small, one large,” Janice assured 
Sandy. 

Al Kosmal’s This and That demonstration cooking 
class should be fun, I thought. An Osher learning 
experience. Lunch with new friends who may 
become old friends. And doggie bags.

The next Thursday, before the second class, I got 
a chance to talk to Al and his assistant Mary Jane 
as they prepared a meal in which cabbage was 
the star. The pair telegraphed to each other what 
needed to be done with the ease of people who’ve 
worked together for some time, and we would 
be making German cabbage and noodles (Kohl 
und Nudeln, as opposed to the more Pittsburgh-
familiar haluski) within a few moments. (Since Al 
had gotten stuck in traffic, I helped cut sausage. 
Quite the pro, Al made sure I washed my hands.) 

Al came to Osher courtesy of a party he catered 
that was attended by Osher member and former 
Pittsburgh Press writer, the late Sylvia Sachs, who 
is remembered elsewhere in this newsletter.

A main takeaway from this class is that cabbage 
doesn’t have to smell bad when you cook it. I 
can’t help but be reminded, as I write this on St. 
Patrick’s Day, 2018, of how bad it smelled when 
we went to my grandmother’s house each year 
for corned beef and cabbage back in the day. Oh, 
and at the end, there were leftovers of our second 
course, a hearty caraway cabbage soup to take 
home (small container).

The recipes planned for teaching This and That 
are ones Al Kosmal learned during his travels 
and life in Europe, including foods from Spain, 
Italy, Germany, Austria, Hungary, and France. 
Unfortunately, not long after writing about the 
first two classes of This and That, I learned that 
Al Kosmal won’t be demonstrating, and we won’t 
be sampling those recipes because ill health 
prevents Al from continuing to participate in our 
Osher program. I’m glad I had the opportunity to 
enjoy those first two classes of his. 

Al Kosmal’s Cabbage and Noodles

1 good size head cabbage, cut into pieces
1 lb. wide egg noodles
1 lb. butter
Salt and pepper, to taste
Optional: bacon or sausage

1. Melt butter in pan and reserve ½ of the 
butter. 

2. In large frying pan, add cabbage and butter 
and cook until tender.

3. In a large pot, boil water, add salt, and cook 
noodles until al dente. Drain the noodles 
and add to cabbage and add the rest of the 
butter. Heat through and serve. 

4. You can add diced fried bacon or sausage 
if you wish.
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Parking Problems at CMU?
By Jim Reitz

We hear Osher members coming to classes 
complaining there are not enough places to park.  
Here are some things you should know: 

1. There will never, never be enough places to 
park at or near CMU for all 4,000 faculty and 
staff and 14,500 students, plus 1,000+ Osher 
members and visitors—NEVER. We must 
accept that fact. CMU does not have available 
land for new parking lots or garages. 

2. Parking on Frew St. is City of Pittsburgh 
parking, not CMU parking. 

3. Therefore we urge all Osher members to 
seriously consider these options: 

• WALK — if you can.  Remember when 
walking to events up to a mile or two was 
common, yes, even for persons in our age 
group. Classes and exercise all together - 
WOW! 

• RIDE SHARE — At the first class, 

if you see someone you know, make 
arrangements to share rides to class. 

• TAKE A BUS — There are a lot of 

buses that serve the CMU campus. 
Look them up.  You are coming because 
you’re committed to learning. Learn the 
bus schedules. Buses are free for you. 
Download and learn how to use a “bus-
locator” app. (Many Osher members use 
them and can help you).   

•  TAKE A CAMPUS SHUTTLE  — Several 
CMU campus van routes run through 
the Squirrel Hill-Shadyside-Oakland 
areas. Those routes are on our website. If 

you don’t live near that area, you can still 
drive and park “near” a campus shuttle 
stop and ride to CMU. The shuttles are 
free. Show your Osher card, and you 
won’t have to pay to park. Take your 
time, go early the first time, scope it out. 
The second time it will be easy. 

• PARK FURTHER AWAY — Some 

faculty, staff, and students park way up 
on the roads through Schenley Park and 
walk as much as a mile to campus. They 
have the same parking problems you 
have. Plan to arrive for your classes early 
enough to be able to seek out alternative 
parking if all regular parking is filled.

4. One More Thing: You know how to go to the 
Osher website to register. Take the time to 
explore and learn everything that is on the 
website: Campus Shuttle Routes, Campus 
Maps, etc. Go to the website. Scroll way-to-the-
bottom. Click on Parking and Transportation. 
Explore that entire site—remember you are 
committed to lifelong learning.  You’ll be 
amazed by what is on our website. 

5. Would you be interested in and sign up for a 
one-session class on topics such as use of a 
bus-locator app, campus shuttle routes and 
access, access to CMU parking garages, etc? 

6. Finally, if you feel you need some special 
guidance or assistance, you can email Jim at 
J5650R@comcast.net, and he’ll try to guide 
you.
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Meet the New Board Members
By Joe Shirk

At the April Board of Directors meeting, the 
directors approved the slate of new candidates 
that were recommended by the Nominating 
Committee.  The committee had the difficult task 
of selecting four members from a highly qualified 
field of ten candidates.  The task to select four who 
best met the current needs of the organization 
was accomplished by a group meeting with all 
the candidates, followed by individual interviews 
with each of the candidates.

Each candidate submitted an application outlining 
the previous work experience, their educational 
background, community service, involvement 
with the Osher program, their particular skill 
sets, and how they felt that our program would 
benefit from their being on the board.  During 
the interview, each candidate was asked the same 
pre-selected questions.  They were then scored 
on several specific sets of criteria to impartially 
determine those best suited to be nominated.

New members for the board are:

Circe Curley – a member of Osher for three years, 
currently chair of the Curriculum Committee and 
she was the Director for the state of California for 
overseeing the AmeriCorps for the state.  Circe 
has been very active with our programs, serving 
on several committees during the past three years.

Janice Hawkins – a member of Osher for two 
years, Janice was the Human Resources Director 
for Westinghouse Electric Company. Prior to her 
nomination, she had agreed to become the chair 
of our Human Resources Committee.

Marcia Taylor – a member for more than a year 
as well as a study leader, Marcia served as the 
Assistant Manager/Director of Finance for the 

community of Mt. Lebanon.  Marcia has served on 
numerous local civic and community boards and 
is currently serving on our Finance Committee.

Mona Strassburger – a member for five years, 
she brings a diverse background in community 
service as a Psychotherapist  - Mental Health 
Specialist with the YWCA of Greater Pittsburgh. 
Her experience with non-profit and community 
service organizations will serve our organization 
well.  She has just joined the Curriculum 
Committee.

Over the past two years the Nominating 
Committee process has been changed in order 
to eliminate any potential of cronyism by using 
a structured interview and evaluation process.  
The committee consists of the chair, always the 
past president, Executive Director, two board 
members, and two non-board members. This 
year the committee was comprised of Joe Shirk 
as chair, Executive Director Lyn Decker, Board 
Members Jeff Swoger and Jim Reitz, and non-
board members Susan Morris and Seema Shah.

New Officers for the coming term:

The Board of Directors elects the officers for 
the coming year from nominations from the 
current board members at the February and May 
meetings.  The officers below were elected for the 
new term.

President, Jim Reitz. Jim graduated from Iowa 
State University with a BA in Sociology, and 
then completed all requirements for an MA in 
sociology from Washington University in St. 
Louis.  Jim graduated from Garrett Theological 
Seminary in Chicago with an MA in theology.    

After 6 years directing a children’s home and 
Methodist Mission project in SE Kentucky, he 
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moved to Pittsburgh.  He has owned Business 
Ventures, a business brokerage firm, for 34 years 
and is still selling businesses and commercial real 
estate.  Jim has been a high school and college 
swimming and diving official for 38 years.  He 
has been a runner of over 40 years, with 27 
marathons.  Jim has been active in numerous 
Osher committees. 

Vice President, Allan Hribar. A native of 
Cleveland, Ohio, Allan received undergraduate 
and graduate degrees in engineering from Purdue 
University and a master’s degree in business 
administration from the University of Pittsburgh.  
He was an assistant professor for four years 
before moving to Pittsburgh in 1972 and joining 
the Westinghouse Electric Corporation Research 
& Development Center.   

He completed a 42-year career with Westinghouse.  
Allan has been very active on the board and has 
served as chair of both the By-Laws and Policy 
and Procedures Committees.

Secretary, Lee Fogarty. Lee has a Ph.D. and is an 
almost-retired psychologist and executive coach 
in Pittsburgh, Pa.  She has been working with 
women in both of those capacities, to help them to 
develop their strengths and empower themselves, 
personally and professionally. Her work as an 
executive coach has been focused on women in 
the workplace, as well as in corporate settings. 
She is a member of the Executive Women’s 
Council and a Commissioner on the Human 
Relations Commission.  As the district chair of 
the Zonta Club of Pittsburgh, Lee has been active 
with Cities for Convention on the Elimination 
of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women, 
playing a significant role in the passage of a 
Gender Equity Ordinance in Pittsburgh, the 6th 
in the country.

Treasurer, Roslyn  (Roz) Goorin. Roz received 

her undergraduate degree at the University of 
Rochester and her Master’s at the University of 
Pittsburgh. She taught mathematics at CCAC – 
South Campus for 10 years. After her husband 
died, Roz worked for 27 ½ years as a highly 
successful factory representative in the furniture 
industry.   She’s been a member of Osher for 
three years, works as a regular volunteer in the 
Osher back office, and loves the classes and the 
people, as well as the opera, symphony, theater, 
and travel. 

Fall Registration – Good News!  
By Lyn Decker, Registrar 

Fall catalogs will now be mailed a couple 
of weeks before registration opens!  
You’ll be able to pick out courses by 
holding, flipping through, and reading 
the paper catalog without having to first 
go to the Osher website to see it.  

To continue a fair registration process, 
the catalog will be on the website when 
it goes to the printer.  About two weeks 
later, on an unspecified day, you’ll receive 
an official email notice announcing the 
opening of registration.  The surprise 
element is to prevent glitches in the 
system and to give everyone the same 
fair chance of registering for their 
favorite courses. This procedure will 
continue.

Because of this change, paper 
registration forms received by the office 
before registration is officially open won’t 
be entered until after the first full week 
of registration.  This is to encourage 
everyone to use the online registration 
system.

If by chance, you do not need a paper 
catalog, please let the office know.  
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Remembering Sylvia Sachs
By Filomena Conti

Sylvia Sachs, a well-known Pittsburgh journalist 
and a founding member of the Academy for 
Lifelong Learning at CMU (now Osher), died 
March 5, 20l8, at age 96. When I joined A.L.L., 
it was a thrill for me to learn that Sylvia was not 
only a fellow member but also a study leader. I 
was so awed that I promptly registered for her 
class—the subject matter was immaterial to me.

I knew of Sylvia as a journalist at the Pittsburgh 
Press. When I saw her byline on a column, I would 
immediately read the article. Sylvia also played a 
prominent role in arranging for a number of book 
and author events throughout the city. 

For Osher, to me Sylvia was the Curriculum 
Committee, recruiting reporters, city leaders, 
and celebrities to teach classes. She also served as 
a study leader many times, most recently in the 
Winter 2015 session.  She, of course, contributed 
to our own newsletter, It’s All Talk. She wrote 
many articles and for several years wrote the 
“Ad Lib” column, which gave news about our 
Osher members’ various activities. With our 
active membership, this was no small task. She 
reported on everything from pride in a child’s 
accomplishments, to new grandchildren, to 
interesting travel, keeping up with our activities 
and reporting them to the rest of us. 

In an “Ad Lib” column published before Sylvia 
took on writing it, we found this item: “Member 
Mary Ann Ferguson was able to view a special 
film thanks to Sylvia providing transportation 
and commented, ‘Sylvia’s heart is bigger than she 
is.’ ”

I became acquainted with Sylvia and found her to 
be gracious and one of the friendliest persons in 
our organization. It is with fondness that those of 
us who knew Sylvia will remember her.

Osher Winter Luncheon
By Byron Gottfried

Osher members were able to escape the winter 
“blahs” by attending the annual Winter Luncheon 
on February 21. As in years past, the luncheon 
was held at the 20th Century Club in Oakland. 
The turnout was light, but those attending all 
seemed to have a good time. 

Lunch was excellently prepared, with participants 
having a choice of chicken, salmon, or vegetarian, 
followed by apple pie for dessert.

The group was entertained by the CMU Graduate 
Wind Quintet, consisting of flute, oboe, bassoon, 
clarinet, and French horn. Between musical 
selections, the individual quintet members told 
us about themselves and their career aspirations. 
It was an interesting as well as entertaining 
experience. For those of you who missed the 
event, we hope to see you next year.
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Welcome Class of 2018
425 New Members

Atticus Adams
Stephen Alber
Robert Alexander
Sarah Alexander
Shawn Alexander
Susan Almgren
Charles Alpern
Viviana Altieri
Lynn Andrzejczyk
Diane Anke
Marilyn Apostolou
Marjorie Armstrong
Janice Auth
Zivi Aviraz
Ted Babcock
John Bailey
Susan Bailey
Susan Bails
Carol Baim
Sue Balcer
Francis Balog
Judy Balya
Mark Banister
Alan Barnes
William Barnes
Ann Bart
Louise Bastacky
Louise Bauer
Claire Bauerle
Barry Beal
Elaine Beck
Ellen Bedell
Adrienne Bello
Jamie Benjamin
Virginia Berlando
Janice Beyer
Michael Bielski
Elizabeth Lea Black
John Blazosky
Carol Bleier
Michael Bleier
Marlene Boas
Nancy Bolanis
John Bolanos
Gary Borawski
Kelle Borawski
Frank Borgia
Daniel Boyarski
Elizabeth Boyarski

Thomas Brockmeyer
Chuck Broff
Laura Broff
Linda Brown
Robert R Brown
Ronald Brown
Mary Buhman
Nina Butler
Judi Cagley
Virginia Caliguiri
Wendy Camlin
Sharon Campbell
Louise Cannon
Liz Caplan
Bonita Cardinali
Lonnie Carey
Alice Carnes
David Catalane
Elizabeth Catalane
Rose Ann Caveglia
Judy Cawley
Trina Cerk
Maurice Cerul
Johnie Champ
Leon Cherney
Bernadette Chorle
Andrea Christian-Michaels
Walston Chubb, Jr.
James Cimino
David Clark
Jaime Clifford
Richard Coble
Janet Cohen
Sarah Cohen
Stephen Cohen
Lynn Coleman
Gene Colleran
Roseanne Colleran
Stephanie Colodny
Stephen Colodny
Laura Combemale
Patricia Conkel
Bonnie Cousin
Jane Critchfield
Marc Darling
Annette Davis
Sherri Davis
Susan Davis
Al Deluca

Dinah Denmark
Louise DeRiso
Linda Diebold
Norman Diebold
Davant Dodson-Rosenberg
Barbara Drennen
Ada Dunaevsky
Rebecca Einhorn
Stacey Eisner
Curt Ellenberg
Dolly Ellenberg
Kathryn Enick
Janet Eshenbaugh
Maxine Eskenazi
Margaret Fadool
Jay Farrell
Sandra Faulk
Andrew Field
Steele Filipek
Bernadette Fincke
Gary Findlay
Lee Fischbach
Eileen Fitzhenry
Catherine Fitzwilliams
Lucine Folgueras
Blanche Fraser
Iris Friedman
Laurence Friedman
Jerry Funderwhite
Janice Galanter
June Ganley
Paula Garret
H. Arnold Gefsky
Andrea Geraghty
Larry Gesoff
Carol Gezon
Glenn Gillette
Betty Ginsburg
Michael Ginsburg
Vasiliki Gkesouli
Susan Godwin
Carol Goldberg
Jimmy Goldman
Gaynol Golitko
Erica Goodman
Letitia Goodman
William Goodman
Laurie Gottlieb
Michael Gottlieb
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Barbara Grandillo
Diane Grasso
Sharon Gratzmiller
Alan Green
George Guentner
Lori Guttman
Ellen Clare Hamill
Suzanne Hannegan
Judy Hannon
Laura Hansen
Susan Hansen
Sandra Hanson
Andrea Harkins
Daniel Harkins
Caddy Harper
Carolyn Sue Hauser
Marcie Hayhurst
Nancy Heastings
Rebecca Hebert
Lynn Hecht
Maurice Heidish
Peggy Heidish
Robert Heilbronner
Mary Hentosz
Michael Hepler-Smith
Rhonda Herman
Louise Herrle
Michelle Herwald
Janell Hinton
Chris Hitchens
Jaqueline Hogan 
Kathie Hollingshead
Peggy Hooker
Maxine Horn
Alan Hornell
Lori Hornell
Stacie Hornell-Mason
Carole Horowitz
Joan Humphrey
Maureen Hurley
Diane Hursky
Bonnie Isacke
Robert Isacke
Julia Johnson
Steven Johnson
Jann Johnston
Sheila Joyce
Carol Jozwiak
Alice Kalla
Richard Kalla

Maryann Kascsak
Renee Keil
Janice Kennedy
Joseph Kennedy
Paul Kennedy
Thomas Kennedy
Mary Lou Kiener
Carole King
Linda Kleeb
Tom Kleeb
Elinore McIntyre Kneidinger
Patricia Knell
Gerald Kochinski
Katherine Koenig
Richard Koepsel
Annette Kolski-Andreaco
BK Kosmach
Helen Kotler
Richard Kotler
Nancy Kountz
Krystyna Krantz
Laura Kronk
Carolyn Kubik
Alvin Kupersmith
Anne Billiet Lackner
Suzan Lami
Myra Landau
Catherine Lanni
Cynthia Lashno
Joyce Lynn Lebo
Michael Lebo
Lynne Lehrer
Gillian Lerner
David Levenson
Cathy Lewis
Marvin Lieber
Ralph Liebstein
Ken Linge
Michael LLoyd
Donald Lodge
Carole Lombardo
Mary Ann Love
JoAnn Lozecki
Martin Lubetsky
Michelle Lubetsky
Juginder Luthra
Trevor Macpherson
Cynthia Magistro
Stanley Maharam
Joy Mahrer

Bernard Mallinger
Rujirutana Mandhachitara
Karin Manovich
Lisa Marino
Adele Markovitz
Earl Markowitz
Dan Martin
Jennifer Martin
Tina Martin
Joan Maser
Mary Mason
Jeanette Matthews
John McCloskey
Donna McCurdy
Lori McDermott
Ellen McDevitt
Mary McDonough
Mary Lou Mclaughlin
Pamela Meadowcroft
Nick Meddis
Lora Medwid
Randolph Medwid
Cynthia Meeder
John Mehl
Margaret Mehl
Carolyn Meisinger
Sharon Mellinger
Carolyn Menard
Jane Mendlow
Mark Mendlow
Dudley Merchant
Susan Merchant
Linda Messer
Gail Mezynski
Harold Miller
Joanne Miller
Madelyn Miller
Manny Miller
Nancy Lynch Miller
Nancy Minshew
Barbara Mitchell
Shirley Moffat
Anne Molloy
Barbara Moore
Blaise Moore
Sharon Moore
Thomas Moore
Linda Mumford
David Mundie
Karen Mundie

New Members 
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Sina Murphy
Terrence Murphy
Mary Navarro
Jan Nedin
Robert Lee Nichols, Jr.
Madeline Niewodowski
Josephine O’Brien
Lynne O’Brien
Geraldine OConnor
Maureen O’Donnell
William Ogrodowski
Barbara Oleinick
Peter Oleinick
Ellen Ormond
Garry Orrill
Thaddeus Osial
Eileen O’Toole
Markella Pahnos
Christine Patti
Elizabeth Perlman
Ralph Perlman
Raymond Perr
John Pierce
Flo Pippin
Lisa Platt
Ronald Ponist
Deborah Prise
Joan Pupik
Joyce Query
Richard Query
Maripat Rafferty
Diane Ramos
Leo Rees
Shirl Regan
Rita Rehak
Howard Reinfeld
Mark Remcheck
Earla Renckly
Abby Resnick
Ellen Reynolds
Mary Ann Reynolds
Jean Reznick
Paul Reznick
Tina Rhoades
Pauline Rice
Betty Rieley
Jon Romines
Jill Rook
Ayala Rosen
Kathy Rosenzweig

Cynthia Rosky
Cindy Ross-Katz
Florence Rouzier
Mardi Royston
Susan Rudzki
Abby Ruttenberg
Reid Ruttenberg
Dale Rygg
Virginia Rygg
Rose Salata
Adele Sales
Maria Santander
Laurie Schad
Joanne Schreiber
Joe Schweinberg
Leroy Scott
Maryann Scott
Lee Segal
Susan Segal
Janice Seidenfeld
Seema Shah
Patricia Sherman
Robert Sherry
Vicki Shoemaker
Karen Simon
Elizabeth Downer Simpson
Samar Sinharoy
Henry Sinopoli
Sylvia Slavkin
Susan Small
Becky Smith
Jeffrey Solomon
Sandra Solomon
Jack Soodik
Nina Sowiski
Joel Spiegel
Lynn Spiegel
Doug Spindler
John Spitzer
Marilyn Stack
Fern Steckel
Lloyd Stires
Jane Stokar
Steve Strelec
Rebecca Studer
Catherine Sugarbaker
Mike Sussman
John Swartz
Louis Swartz
Marcia Swartz

John Sweeney
Amy Tam
Margaret Tarpey
Linda Testa
John Thompson
Pam Thompson
Annette Todd
Hunter Tolbert
Geoffrey Tolge
Mary Townsend
Douglas Townshend
Jill Traub
Sheryl Trexler
Marilyn Turner
Karen Vachon-Thaner
Barb Valalik
Hannah Vogel
George Walker
Deborah Walko
Sharon Walsh
Cynthia Warsing
William Watkins
Randi Wedner
Judy Weinberg
Randy Weinberg
Irving Weinberger
Joan Weinberger
Sandi Welch
Glenn Wells
Judy Wessels
Rebecca Williams
Clodius Willis
Maxine Willis
Maureen Willoughby
Susan Wind
Miriam Winikoff
Robert Wolf
Beatrice Yaroslavskiy
Joyce Yasko
Denise Yates
Patricia Yeager
Paula Zawadzki
Susan Zelenak
Steven Zelicoff
Sharon Zemel
Michael Zimecki
Susan Zimecki
Laurie Zionts
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Osher at CMU
John Olmsted

Alan James
Rosalie Barsotti

Greg Wright

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer 

Officers:
Lyn Decker

Chris Dashti
Chelsea Prestia
Oliva McCann

Executive Director
Assistant to the Registrar
Publications Editor 
Administrative Assistant

Staff:

Flip Conti
Lyn Decker
Jay Farrell

Byron Gottfried

John Olmsted
Jim Reitz
Joe Shirk

Marcia Taylor

Contributors:

Flip Conti
Leslie Evans

Joan Morse Gordon
Byron Gottfried

Staff:


